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9 gauging stations

9 conductivity - temperature probes

6 climate stations

2 springs

2 sediment pillows

v-notch weirs
salt dilution measurements
water level recorders
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CONCLUSION

To determine if the observed streamflow variability is driven by meteorological, anthropogenic, and/ornatural variability, spatial
. The resulting process understanding can then be used to

adopt the detailed instrumentation according to the observed internal catchment . The final goal is than to model runoff generation
.

meteorological and hydrological
measurements together with soil, topography and forest cover information need to be analyzed in a first step

mechanisms and its relation to
land-use management based on the observed internal catchment processes

The project is funded by the B.C. Forest Sciences Project (FSP) and by industrial partners (Tembec, Kalesnikoff)

INTRODUCTION & METHODS

Surface processes

Subsurface processes

Snow melt Distributed input data for distributed modeling Sediment transport

Subsurface water flow

Cotton Creek - general description - experimental design
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17 km south of Cranbrook
17.4 km² area
sedimentary rocks covered by glacial till
70 years of harvest activities
elevation range between 1000 and 2100 m
snow dominated
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22 stratified locations
extended snow courses every 2 weeks

3 automatic snow depth sensors
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6 conventional climate stations
50 surface temperature loggers (melt date)
40 air temperature loggers (funnels)
albedo measurements at stratified sites
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2 self constructed
permanent recording
sediment traps

nested traps for manual
measuring

manual channel survey

Preferential flow
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fluorescent tracer to monitor
flow paths and residence time
automated electric conductivity
measurements at all gaging
stations (old versus new water)
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salt dilution measurements
along channel network
permanent stream temperature

measurements (along channel
network)
culvert discharge recording

The Cotton Creek Research Project is a multi-year, multi-agency initiative that utilizes a process based experimental approach combined with physically based modeling
to understand changes in hydrological processes following land management activities and quantifies their effects on stream flow and geomorphology at multiple scales.
Physical and climate characteristics of Cotton Creek are in between those of the Redfish and Penticton watersheds. Synergy between the three watersheds will provide
knowledge on a much wider range of watershed characteristics in BC.
Scientific investigations in forest hydrology has traditionally been dominated by paired watershed studies in which primarily streamflows are monitored before and after
land-use changes and statistical tests are applied to judge if the hydrologic response of the watershed has changed. Since statistical tests would only tell whether to
reject or accept the hypothesis that land-use changes affected the hydrologic response of the watershed; because internal hydrological process knowledge is not known
with this black-box approach the question of why or why not is commonly left to speculations.
In the Cotton Creek research project we propose a process based experimental approach combined with physically based modeling to understand the changes of
hydrological processes and quantify their effects on streamflow and geomorphology at multiple scales. In this approach, watersheds need to be instrumented in a way
that internal processes can be studied over various spatial scales and the resulting experimental data and process knowledge can guide and justify the hydrological
modeling.
We found a nested sample design to be ideal for these purposes. At 9 nested sub-basins (red line) and two perennial springs, discharge, stream temperature, and electric
conductivity is automatically recorded. We monitor the climatological variability with two complete climate stations and three additional precipitation/air temperature
stations. We track the spatial snow cover with 50 spatially distributed temperature loggers and measure snow water equivalent every two weeks at several snow courses.

Hydrology - geomorphology

� distributed hydrological modeling based on
observed processes
model validation
simulation of the effect of different forest

management scenarios on stream flow and channel
morphology
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linking channel morphology to stream flow
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Modeling


